AirLinx®
Compressor Remote Monitoring
About Sullair

For more than 50 years, Sullair has been on the leading edge of compressed air solutions. We were one of the first to execute rotary screw technology in our air compressors, and our machines are famous all over the world for their legendary durability. As the industry moves forward, Sullair will always be at the forefront with quality people, innovative solutions, and air compressors that are built to last.

Sullair was founded in Michigan City, Indiana in 1965 and has since expanded with a broad international network to serve customers in every corner of the globe. Sullair has offices in Chicago and manufacturing facilities in the United States, China and India — all ISO 9001 certified to ensure the highest quality standards in manufacturing. In addition, Sullair Suzhou and Shenzhen facilities are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified.

Reliability.

Durability.

Performance.

These are the pillars that drive the quality of Sullair compressors. It’s a promise we keep with every machine we make.

Reliability

Customers who work with Sullair have found that the intangibles make all the difference — things like trust, confidence, and peace of mind. They go to work every day having full faith in their equipment, as well as the knowledge that dedicated distributors and Sullair personnel have their back every step of the way.

Durability

Bulletproof. Built to last. However you spin it, Sullair compressors are in it for the long haul, driven by the design of the legendary air end. In factories and shops all over the world, you’ll find Sullair compressors that have stood the test of time, running consistently today like they did on day one.

Performance

You have high expectations for your operations, and we make machines that share your work ethic. Sullair compressors do what they’re supposed to do, and they do it extremely well for a very long time. And working with us means not only access to clean, quality air, but also the tools you need to optimize this vital resource.
Planned air compressor maintenance saves time and money
The air compressor is an essential component of the production process. If the compressor breaks down, the likelihood of a loss of production is high. The consequence of this is a reduction in profitability, which no business can afford.

AirLinx benefits you by providing:
- Preventative warnings
- Preventative alerts
- Preventative maintenance
- Compressor real time health
- Asset tracking
- Texting/email alerts

Ask yourself the following questions about your air compressor system:
1. What production processes stop if the air compressor breaks down?
2. Can you afford the cost of repair and lost production if it does break down?
3. Do you know how effectively your compressor is performing?
4. Do you know when your service is due?

Reduce the risk — keep an eye on your investment
With the AirLinx remote monitoring system you can record the parameters of the air compressor in real time and observe the performance of the machine through a simple and easy to read dashboard on your mobile or computer. AirLinx also alerts you to all breakdowns and unscheduled stops. This can help improve system reliability and protect your investment.
AirLinx® REPORTING

Service at your fingertips
A service report is generated the moment a unit faults, generating and emailing users the Sullair Detailed Report. A service advisor can remotely troubleshoot the unit from a mobile phone before sending out a technician.

Features and Benefits:
- Energy reporting
- Maintenance reports/faults
- Compressor health monitoring
- Maintenance planning
- Proactive monitoring
- Real time alerting (for faults)
- Mobility

With AirLinx reporting comes with you wherever you are. Alerts can be sent via email or SMS text, working on a smartphone, tablet or desktop. This allows you to monitor all of your compressors in one key portal — helping save energy while increasing uptime.

Service Reports
A compressor service report containing machine information, statistics, and performance.
- Trend reporting weekly or monthly
- Sullair stores 13 months of data
- Can remote troubleshoot with experienced Sullair staff even if they’re half a globe away

AirLinx Compressor Remote Monitoring is available for compressors operating in the US, Canada and Mexico.
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